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By Joshua Palmatier

DAW BOOKS, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Reissue. Language: English. Brand
new Book. Second book in Joshua Palmatier's epic fantasy trilogy, set in a sprawling city of light
and magic fueled by a ley line network. The Nexus--the hub created by the Prime Wielders to
harness the magical power of the ley lines for the city of Erenthrall, the Baronial Plains, and the
world beyond--has Shattered, the resultant pulse cascading through the system and leaving
Erenthrall decimated, partially encased in a massive distortion. The world has fared no better:
auroral storms plague the land, transforming people into creatures beyond nightmare; silver-white
lights hover over all of the major cities, the harbinger of distortions that could quicken at any
moment; and quakes brought on by the unstable ley network threaten to tear the earth apart. The
survivors of this apocalypse have banded together in desperate groups, both in the remains of
Erenthrall and in small enclaves beyond the city, scrounging for food and resources in an ever more
dangerous world. Having survived the initial Shattering, Wielder Kara Tremain and ex-Dog Allan
Garrett have led their small group of refugees to the Hollow, a safe haven in the hills on the...
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Extensive guide for ebook lovers. It generally does not cost excessive. Your way of life span will likely be convert the instant you complete looking at this
ebook.
-- Rocky Dach-- Rocky Dach

Certainly, this is the very best work by any author. It is amongst the most remarkable publication i have got study. I am just happy to inform you that this is
actually the greatest pdf i have got study inside my individual daily life and can be he very best publication for at any time.
-- Gilbert Rippin-- Gilbert Rippin
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